Elaine Kerr
Air Command Secretariat
Spitfire Block, Room 2E21-33
Headquarters Air Command
Royal Air Force
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
HP14 4UE

Ref: FOI 2020/11381

4 November 2020

Dear

Thank you for your email of 12 October 2020 requesting the following information:

Please can I ask, under the Freedom of Information Act, for copies of the
presentations (text of talks as well as power‐point presentations) delivered by the
following serving officers at the SMI UAV conference on 28th and 29th September
2020:
· TRANSFORMING THE ROYAL AIR FORCE’S RPAS CAPABILITIES - Squadron
Leader Stu Watkinson
· THE PROTECTOR MALE ROUTE TO CERTIFICATION: A GLOBAL FIRST Colonel Paul Hughes
· RAF XIII SQUADRON: OPERATIONAL RPAS PERSPECTIVE - Wing
Commander Kathryn Ferris
I am treating your correspondence as a request for Information under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 (FOIA). I have now completed a search of our paper and electronic
records and I can confirm that information is held.
A copy of each presentation is attached at Annex A. For the first presentation, I attach the
speech delivered by Squadron Leader Stu Watkinson at Annex B; Colonel Paul Hughes and
Wing Commander Kathryn Ferris did not use a written speech.

Some of the information falls entirely within the scope of the absolute exemptions provided
for at Section 40 (Personal Data) of the FOIA and has been redacted.
Section 40(2) has been applied to some of the information in order to protect personal
information as governed by the Data Protection Act 2018. Section 40 is an absolute
exemption and there is therefore no requirement to consider the public interest in making a
decision to withhold the information.
If you are not satisfied with this response or you wish to complain about any aspect of the
handling of your request, then you should contact me in the first instance.
If informal resolution is not possible and you are still dissatisfied then you may apply for an
independent internal review by contacting the Information Rights Compliance team, 1st
Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB (e-mail CIO-FOI-IR@mod.uk). Please note
that any request for an internal review must be made within 40 working days of the date on
which the attempt to reach informal resolution has come to an end.
If you remain dissatisfied following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information
Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the
MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of
the Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.ico.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely

[Original signed]

Elaine Kerr
Air DRes Sec 3

TRANSFORMING THE ROYAL AIR FORCES’ RPAS CAPABILITY
Good morning, I’m delighted to have been invited to speak to this community as the
assistant programme manager for both the Reaper MQ-9A and Protector MQ-9B. It’s a bit
unusual for me to be presenting to an online forum like this, so please forgive any
technical issues, as a Navigator, I’m unused to driving and speaking at the same time.
Having operated alongside the Reaper’s already transformatory capabilities over the last
10-15 years as an ISR airborne mission commander I’m really excited to be involved with
the Protector Programme. I’m going to start with a bit of scenario setting and the context
out of which our need for Protector has arisen before moving onto some of the key areas
we are focusing on to transform the Royal Air Force’s RPAS capability.

[SLIDE]

You may have heard the phrase next gen or next generation RAF. This programme of
change, also branded ASTRA, has lots of facets but Protector is a core part of this future
RAF and the programme of Record is to operate it until at least 2038.

The next generation RAF is moulded by doctrine and a key publication used by the MOD
is Global Strategic Trends, available from the UK gov.co.uk website. It doesn’t set out what
is going to happen, but rather tries to frame the operating environment and some trends
that are likely to continue over the coming decades. I’d really recommend it but here is a
small excerpt for this audience:
“……war is inherently a human activity whose character is determined by
politics, strategy, society and technology. Whilst it is envisaged that humans will
continue to be central to the decision-making process, conflicts fought increasingly by
robots or autonomous systems could change the very nature of warfare, as there will be
less emphasis on emotions, passion and chance.”
It is this blend of technology and humanity that underpins the continued relevance of
Remotely Piloted Air Systems. It reduces the risk to military personnel, increases the
volume and fidelity of information but retains the essential element of an individual in the
loop, ensuring that lethal effect is always proportionate and necessary. This is why the

RAF is investing in RPAS and why they will be in increasing demand over the coming
decades.

[SLIDE]

To fully exploit the benefits of RPAS, the information domain must be embraced across all
aspects of their operations. Air Chief Marshall Wigston, Chief of the Air Staff, recently told
the audience at the Air and Space Power Conference:
“Success will require rapid understanding and swift, joint, fully integrated action
across all warfighting domains, land, sea, air, space and of course cyber. Our aircraft,
spacecraft and systems must integrate seamlessly to allow the transfer and exploitation
of information, rapid decision-making and timely delivery of effects.”

Protector will hopefully provide the means to enable all of these actions, with excellent
interoperability across Defence and the UK’s international partners; and an ability to exploit
information at all levels from near-real time tactical activity up to strategic post-mission
analysis.

These 2 aspects will enable rapid-decision making and, if necessary the timely delivery of
effects.

[SLIDE]

After a successful development phase Protector is set to enter service by mid-2024,
delivering a step-change in capability for the RAF.

Protector will a certified Medium Altitude, Long Endurance RPAS, enabling it to fly in busy,
unsegregated airspace, thanks to its ground-breaking ‘detect and avoid’ technology. In
addition the automated take-off and landing system will increase the flexibility of the
platform and significantly reduce any deployed footprint, maximising the flexibility of the
operating crews at one location.

The 65 million pound procurement contract for the first 3 aircraft and ground control
stations was announced by Defence Secretary Ben Wallace at the virtual 2020 Air and
Space Power Conference.
He said: “Protector will provide the RAF with vast global reach, meeting the UK’s defence
and security needs for decades to come, and provides another increase to the unmanned
inventory for the Armed Forces. This aircraft will upgrade a whole range of lethal
capabilities allowing us to control, protect and manage the battlespace from the air for
hours on end.”

[SLIDE]

Absolutely central to achieving these aims are 3 key change drivers for the programme,
that mean we must adapt our thinking across all aspects of RPAS operations:

UK and global operations will be the norm, with the expectation that the platform will selfdeploy, rather than being ferried to an emerging area of operations.
Therefore, we will require crews to be appropriately trained and this includes upskilling all
of our RPAS pilots so that they will hold an instrument rating for Protector.

New UK weapons will be similar, but have crucial differences to those previously utilised
by Reaper, making them more lethal and flexible in their employment against a greater
range of targets.

Finally, additional tasks, such as maritime support and strategic intelligence collection
missions will see Protector considered in the same manner as a P-8 Poseidon or an RC135 Rivet Joint aircraft.

[SLIDE]

To conduct these tasks, Reaper is not suitable and therefore we elected to replace the
fleet with enough Protector RG Mk1 to conduct 3 operational task lines and 1 UK based
training task line. The air system needs to be certifiable from the outset and include
resilience against ice, fire and lightning. In addition, major changes to the Ground Control
Station have been made, as this forms an integral part of the Air System and must also be

certifiable in the same way an aircraft cockpit does in a crewed plane. In all of this,
General Atomics have been an excellent partner, working tirelessly to develop not only the
Air System but to understand the regulation and policy that are key to enabling Protector to
be everything that the Defence Secretary laid out.
I’m now going to go into some more detailed specifics about the Protector Programme,
now the aims and scope are understood. So how do we ensure that Protector will be fit for
purpose and suitable to deliver against the tasks we have set?

[SLIDE]

As for any aircraft, through a full test & evaluation process.

[SLIDE]

The Protector test and evaluation plan has been running as a physical thing since 2017,
however GA’s internal research and development programme has been effectively running
test and evaluation of the aircraft long before we joined in. The Protector plan is to
conduct an iterative testing programme with the mantra test once, use lots.

The programme has 2 key testing locations, the already established GA facilities in the
continental united states. And then, as we develop our UK based infrastructure, we aim to
transfer to UK-based testing, allowing for full end-to-end assurance of the system and the
more operational aspects of test and evaluation.

[SLIDE]

To conduct the US based testing, we have already established a team of 14 RAF Reaper
and test and evaluation experts, that have been working hand in hand with General
Atomics and supports 3 distinct functions of:
Airworthiness, Safety and Certification;
Developmental test and Evaluation and;
Training and Documentation.

[SLIDE]

This Combined Test Team, or CTT, was stood up in Poway, California in 2017. As well as
the RAF and GA, it also includes the USAF as representatives of the US Gov. all 3 parties
have an equal stake in the delivery of evidence that supports the initial operating
capability.

[SLIDE]

Even during these unprecedented times, test activity has continued at a pace, these
images showing recent successful data gathering trials. These included a std UK weapons
load out of Brimstone 3 and Paveway IV to an MQ-9B that were conducted by General
Atomics under our direct commercial sales contract.

[SLIDE]

So, what have we learnt so far during this collaboration?

We have learnt that military/industrial partnerships generate mutual benefit including
developing new capabilities such as Automated Take-Off and Landing, that will provide a
significant reduction to any deployed footprint, due to the ability for all of the aircrew to
remain at the main operating base and not requiring line of sight, deployed GCS.

And we have learnt that effective relationships are essential to ensuring successful activity
and team work. Yes there will be frictions but openness and honesty are key in this T&E
journey.
So once we get an air system that is certified and fit for purpose that’s job done right?

[SLIDE]

No, nowhere in the world are uncrewed aircraft allowed to operate in unsegregated
airspace alongside all other airspace users. So how do we plan to open up airspace to
enable maximum benefit from this novel capability?

[SLIDE]

From a programmatic aspect we have promoted Airspace to a key project and
dependency and prioritised continued engagement with the UK Civil Aviation Authority.
This approach has been and will continue to be critical. We are fortunate that the CAA
want to be on this journey with us and develop regulation and procedure that allows for
integration of RPAS over segregation. We have not just constrained our scope to the CAA
though, and are also engaged with Airspace and UAV teams within NATO, EASA, ICAO
and the FAA to ensure that we can meet global standards for airspace access. To meet
this goal of unfettered access to all classes of airspace, we have had to break out the
programme into 2 phases;

[SLIDE]

Protector at IOC will be:
•

a certified system, and Col Paul Hughes will talk specifically about this later this
morning.

•

It will rely on segregated airspace initially including controlled airspace classes A to
C.

•

Using ADS-B and Mode S, current approved regulation supports the use of air
traffic services to provide the necessary separation as for any aircraft operating
under IFR conditions.

•

The aircraft will be fitted with TCAS and this will provide a safety net in case air
traffic separation fails. In this configuration at IOC Protector will be able to operate
safely with cooperative traffic.

[SLIDE]

Protector at FOC will have an integral detect and avoid system that supports separation
from non-cooperative traffic. This could include other aircraft, RAPS, general aviation and
gliders, etc. It will be able to operate safely in all classes of unsegregated airspace from
Class A to G. It is this configuration that will support full integration into civilian airspace
and deliver a truly global reach.

[SLIDE]

This reach is only useful if it delivers operational advantage.

[SLIDE]
I’ll take us back briefly to global strategic trends:
“Actors with the best sensors, data and algorithms will probably be able to identify the
positions of combatants and non-combatants with a high degree of accuracy and thus
achieve an important competitive advantage.”

[SLIDE]

Protector is fitted with upgraded sensors from Reaper, enabling better resolution across
more spectral bands to a higher degree of accuracy. This data will not only be used in a
tactical sense by the crew and immediate customers through line of sight and beyond line
of sight communications but will also be stored and available for retrieval by the UK and its
allies.

[SLIDE]
The UK weapons, MBDA’s Brimstone 3, a dual seeker missile capable against armour and
moving targets, and Raytheon UK’s Paveway IV, a 500lb class laser-guided and GPS
enabled bomb, both capable of delivery of lethal effect to a variety of target sets. These
weapons have proven highly effective during operations in Iraq and Syria from both the
Tornado and Typhoon aircraft.

[SLIDE]

As Protector moves beyond full operating capability, the open architecture of the aircraft
will allow for any number of additional capabilities to be added, these are the top 3 press
releases on GA-ASI’s website from a couple of weeks ago, showing the variety of
capabilities that can be easily adapted to use on Protector. This flexibility will allow the
platform to adapt to the changing character of conflict and keep it relevant as new
technologies emerge to counter new threats.

[SLIDE]

An often-unconsidered advantage to RPAS is the static nature of the ground control
station. This means the crew can have access to much higher levels of bandwidth than
would be available in a crewed platform, enabling a multitude of data sources such as the
maritime AIS or a tactical data link and integrated broadcast system to be available to
improve situational awareness and ensuring not only faster but better decision making.

[SLIDE]

Of course, all this technology is meaningless without appropriately trained operators. We
will train our aircrew and maintainers initially at General-Atomics facilities in the US under
a contracted training solution. This will include training our trainers to enable us to transfer
all training to the UK once our infrastructure is complete.

Following years of Reaper operations and having reviewed the missions sets and
technologies, we think there will be 2 key fundamental traits of a successful Protector
operator; those of Situational Awareness and Information Management;
I would argue that today’s Reaper operators already have more Situational Awareness
than many of our crewed platforms with the multitude of external feeds and broad utility of
sensors. This will only be enhanced with the introduction of Protector.
In addition to the increased Situational awareness, the crew’s capacity to handle multiple
feeds varying from a JTAC, to other ground or maritime units, through to CAOC and of
multiple classifications will need to be seamless. This is something that we are unable to
achieve today but one which we hope the advanced ground control station you can see in
the image will be ideally suited for. I won’t talk about the people themselves, you have an
expert in Wg Cdr Kat Ferris talking to you this afternoon, but I will stress that the RPAS
operators of Reaper and Protector are absolutely fundamental to our way of operations
and their hard work and dedication is the single reason why the RPAS Force in the RAF is
in such demand.

[SLIDE]

As I draw to a close, here is a final quote from the Defence Secretary Ben Wallace. He
emphasises that hiding and finding will be at the centre of tomorrows battlefield. I hope I
have demonstrated the Protector is more than capable of both of these facets, hiding
through the removal of aircrew for the aircraft making the cost of intervention a monetary
one, without the need to consider the human cost, and finding through the persistence and
upgraded sensors that Protector will bring to bear.

[SLIDE]

I think its about time for me to finish there; although I do have one announcement to make,
and it is a big milestone for us
The UK’s first Protector RG Mk1 aircraft has successfully completed its first flight after
coming off the production line. The aircraft took to the skies in the US on Friday,
September 25, under the watchful eye of GA-ASI staff. This is excellent news and will
really allow us to begin the test and evaluation of Protector in earnest.

Clearly, this is an exciting time to be involved with the Protector Programme. It harnesses
cutting edge technology optimised for our people. I think it is fair to say we do not yet
appreciate the full extent of the possible utility of the Protector system and that the
Protector RG Mk1 is truly at the heart of our next generation Royal Air Force. This is how
we are transforming RPAS in the RAF.

Thank you.

TRANSFORMING THE
ROYAL AIR FORCE’S
RPAS CAPABILITIES

Squadron Leader Stu Watkinson
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Change Drivers
High
End Warfare

New weapons

Routine UK
ops

Maritime
support

PROTECTOR RG Mk1

•
•
•
•
•

MOD will replace its fleet of REAPER MQ-9 with PROTECTOR RG Mk1
PROTECTOR is the next generation of the MQ-9 family
Armed ISTAR capability
Designed to be Certifiable from the outset
‘Advanced Cockpit’ – improved Human Machine Interface

Test & Evaluation

Path to IOC
• Iterative testing programme; parallel capability & certification
process
• UK infra build leading to UK-based testing
• Parallel aircrew training from 2022 in the US

Industry-Embedded UK Team
RASM (Wg Cdr)

Airworthiness,
Safety &
Certification

CTT (Wg Cdr)

Developmental
Test &
Evaluation

Training &
Documentation

Protector Combined Test Team Construct
• Formed in 2017
• Tri-party: UK MOD, GA-ASI, US Gov - equal partners
• Chartered to deliver evidence in support of Initial Operating Capability
(IOC)

Key Lessons (so far…)
• Early collaboration = shared benefit
• Mutual trust is essential
• Developmental T&E is a journey

Airspace Integration

The UK Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) vision is:
“To enable full and safe integration of all
UAS/RPAS operations into the total aviation
system”

•All RPAS/UAS must be…
•Safe to be flown
•Flown safely

Integration over Segregation

We are working with:

CAA
NATO
EASA
ICAO
FAA

PROTECTOR at IOC
• Certified MALE RPAS
• At IOC Protector will rely on segregated airspace,
including Class A-C.

• Using ADS-B and Mode S, ATC will provide necessary separation
• TCAS will act as a ‘safety net’ in case ATC separation fails.
• Ability to safely operate with cooperative traffic

PROTECTOR at FOC
• Integration of Detect and Avoid system to support self-sufficient
platform separation of non-cooperative traffic.
• Non-cooperative – could include :
• Weather, trees, buildings, birds.
• All forms of light aircraft inc sports, leisure and recreational
General Aviation.
• Other RPAS.

• Can operate in Class A-G and other un-segregated airspace
• Ability to safely operate with cooperative and non-cooperative traffic

Operational Advantage

• Actors with the best sensors, data and
algorithms will probably be able to identify the
positions of combatants and non-combatants
with a high degree of accuracy and thus
achieve an important competitive advantage.
GST 6th Ed.

Train the Next Generation

The Rt Hon Ben Wallace MP

“…hiding and finding will be at the
centre of tomorrow’s battlefield”

Summary

Chief Engineer / Type Airworthiness Authority

Defence Equipment and Support

Col Paul Hughes B.Eng(Hons) C.Eng MBA FRAeS

UAS Conference 2020

UK PROTECTOR Brief

Unmanned Air Systems Team

cn

• International By Design

• Certification Update

• UK programme Update

• Procurement Strategy

• Background

age

Agenda

Defence Equipment and Support

•

Technical flexibility to enable UK specific payload integration:
• Ability to cost effectively integrate UK payloads

-

Defence Equipment and Support

Agile Support Solution to enable optimisation and worldwide deployment:
• Support solution that enables rapid deployment to new theatres
• Access to future detailed logistics information to enable support solution optimisation through life

-

Mnstry
01 Docoma

Sustainable UK Training Pipeline:
• Ability for the UK to train and sustain its Operators and Maintainers

-

Full Type Certification:
• Substantial change in UK's Airworthiness legislation and regulation following the Nimrod Review
• Reaper has no recognised airworthiness certification basis
• Significantly increases the burden of evidence required to enable Release to Service
• Clearance at FOC for operation in general UK airspace (Protector Enhance)

PROTECTOR builds upon REAPER capability whilst addressing key issues/constraints including:

Background

MTOW:
Wing Span:
Length:
Fuel:
Endurance:
Stores Stations:
10,500 lbs.
66 ft
35 ft
3764 lbs.
27 hrs
3 per wing
1 centerline

REAPER (MO-9 Block 1)

ti

Defence Equipment and Support

12,500 lbs.
79 ft
37 ft
6000 lbs.
>40 hrs
4 per wing
1 centerline

PROTECTOR
MTOW:
Wing Span:
Length:
Fuel:
Endurance:
Stores Stations:

Background

•

Mincsiry
of Defence

INMARSAT Backup BLOS System
Automatic Take-Off and Landing Capability (ATLC)

Encrypted data links
SKYNET X-Band BLOS System

Integration of UK Weapons (Paveway IV and Brimstone 3)
VORTEX

ti

Defence Equipment and Support

UK Weapon Specifics Under Trial

S ,

PROTECTOR configuration builds on Sky Guardian configuration with UK specific modifications:
Mode V IFF

PROTECTOR = Sky Guardian+ UK MODIFICATIONS

Background

or Deren_e
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•
•

U.S. Contractor

FMS - Weapons Stores Carriage
Sensitive Item Procurement

Foreign
Government

-1
otm

U.S. Government

•
•
•

U.S. Contractor

Defence Equipment and Support

Design, Development, Test of UK specifics
DCS 2 - Provision of Cert Evidence
DCS 3 - Protector Avs, GCS and Support Equipment

Foreign
Government

U.S. Governmerr

Hybrid FMS/DCS approach with significant Private Venture (PV) funded element

op.

•

Procurement Strategy

•

of Defunct.
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6. Post Certification Activities.

5. Military Aviation Authority (MAA) Review/Release To Service.

4. Demo Compliance.

3. Agree Certification Plan.

2. Agree Type Certification Basis (TCB).

1. Organisational Approvals.

RA5810 - 6 Phase Military Aircraft Certification Process (MACP)

Certification Update
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Defence Equipment and Support

GA-ASI are DAOS accredited & ISO 9001 Approved.
Honeywell also DADS
No PADS scheme exists but using QA to provide production assurance.
GA contracted to gain MAOS and CFAOS prior to first UK flight (Q2 2021)

• Phase 1 (Organisation Approvals)
• Proves Interaction with a Competent Airworthiness Organisation.
• DAOS — Design Approved Organisation Scheme
• MAOS — Maintenance Approved Organisation Scheme
• CFAOS — Contractor Flying Approved Organisation Scheme.

Certification Update

t
tihn.stri

• Mix of Airworthiness Standards.
• No Single Set of Standards Exist.
• Software—DO-178C (FAA&EASA Standard).
• Hardware—DO-254 (FAA&EASA Standard).

• Protector - TCB v2.1 — Endorsed May 19.
• Protector — TCB v3 - due COP 20.

• Phase 2. Agree Type Cert Basis (TCB)
• Defines standards to be complied with.
• UK specifics on top of STANAG
• Owned by the TAA, endorsed by MAA.
• Use Military Certification Review Items.
(

Engine

FAR 3
(FAA Stand

Propeller

Defence Equipment and Support

DO-178C
DO-254

DEFSTAN 00-970
(UK Standard)

(NA

SKY GUARDIAN

PROTECTOR RG Mk 1

Certification Update
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Defence Equipment and Support

Protector — Detailed 2020 Artefact Delivery schedule in place — tracked monthly
Dec 22 - Type Certification Exposition (TCE) W MAA for Approval.

S
EA.
• Phase 4. Demonstrate Compliance (2020-2022)
Jul 20 — Successful Fire Blanket Test
• Artefacts delivered to meet TCB requirements.
• MPTF to gain test evidence — TAA authority; incremental.
• Independent Review (ITE & ISA) but UK crown servant sign off

• Protector — Broken into 16 Sub Systems
• MAA endorsed Dec 19 defining cert activity (20 — 22).

• Phase 3. Agree Certification Plans.
• Approach to evidence gathering agreed with MAA/UAST/General Atomics.
• Defines Levels of Involvement
• Used to determine scope of Flight Test Plans
pit

Certification Update

I

I

MAA
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Defence Equipment and Support

• Phase 6. Post Certification Activities
• Protector Enhance Cert Activity Spt FOC
• Management of Modifications (Phases 1 to 6)
• Configuration Change Board (CCB) & Local Technical Committee (LTC)
• Privileging of Design Organisation — not yet in place for GA.

• Protector — Q2 23 — Initial Operating Capability (on track).

Military Aviation Authority
• Phase 5. MAA Review (2022-2023)
• Produce Type Certification Exposition (TCE)
• MAA reviews compliance evidence.
• MAA Issue Military Type Certification (MTC) — Held by TAA.
• Production of Release To Service Recommendation (RTSR).
• How to deal with gaps in evidence (operating limitations/risk transfer/modification)

Certification Update

Requirements:

•

USA Complexities = Linkages USAF MFR (Mil 516C) / UK MPTF Process

CFAOS 2020, CAMO and MAOS early 21

Protector - First MPTF planned Q2 21.

•

•

•

111100.

GA Accountable Manager (Military Flying) — Air System Safety Case

•

49
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Defence Equipment and Support

BC 03— First Flight Mar 20

— Declaration of Compliance (DofC) and Certificate of Design (CofD)

— Organisational Approvals in Place

— Activity conducted for UK MOD Benefit

— Aircraft on UK Military Register

Military Permit to Fly - RA 5880 - TAA Authority

•

Certification Update

Defence

Defence Equipment and Support

• Access to US Eyes Only Classified Information
• Use of Designated Engineering Representatives (DER) for US Eyes only elements
• Certification of Multi-Core Processors (non-deterministic)

• Legacy Components and Limited Evidence
• E.g. Protector-engine evidence — Creation of equivalency/safety argument

• Modified Off The Shelf (MOTS) product & Contractor with limited UK Cert Experience
• Product not designed to UK baseline DEFSTAN 970 standard - Utilising other standards.
• Demonstrating equivalency between UK and US standard difficult — regulator comms key

• TCB to TCE Process
• Reticence to accept cert standards where full achievement difficult— cultural issue.
• Excessive time required to address complex issues — Elevation process key.
• Detailed roadmap key to remaining on track — Quarterly review/ Type Board Meeting

Certification Update - LFE

Belgium Procurement
Australian Procurement

Steering Committee Now in Place
MoU Being drafted
TAA signed to enable sharing of information

-

Embed Approach to UK Cert Team
Leverage UK Cert and MAA mutual recognition

UK Lead on Certification to maintain configuration

—
—
—

Minstry
IOW
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Defence Equipment and Support

Blueprint for a "PROTECTOR User Community" (PUC) — a club that builds on the core UK
programme.

—
—

The design of PROTECTOR is considering wider International sales.

• Intent is to make the PROTECTOR the most compelling competitor
for international MALE requirements.

•

•

•

International By Design

•

Minory
of Defence

Opp,

Defence Equipment and Support

— Certification — leverage UK clearance and continuing airworthiness management, enabled
through mutual recognition (eg EMAR)

— Industrial benefit — opportunity to compete for support work based on "best athlete" approach

— Support (inc. MRO, spares) — leverage UK support solution and economies

— Training — leverage UK training solution, combined training centre, shared assets and airspace.

— Interoperability — through common equipment, training, TTP and development

Members of the community could benefit from:

International By Design

•

Col Paul Hughes (Cert) —

Gp Capt Alex Hicks (Int By Design) -

•

3
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Questions?

Defence Equipment and Support

BEYOND THE
TECHNOLOGY

Wing Commander Kat Ferris
Officer Commanding XIII Squadron

Who am I ?
111(F) Sqn/43(F) Sqn
Air and Space Warfare Centre
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory
MOD Main Building - ACAS
XIII Sqn
National Approval Authority – Al Udeid
MOD Main Building – Minister for the Armed
Forces

Officer Commanding XIII Sqn

Beyond the technology
• How we got here…

• Critical components
– Our people
– Infrastructure and support
• The lived experience should inform but not
constrain…

History matters

RPAS
career stream
2012

39 Squadron
2007

Constrained to
Segregated airspace?
2018
2020

2000

2004
1115 Flight

2009 – 10
Aircraft OSD

2012
XIII Squadron

2015
End Op HERRICK;
Begin
Op SHADER

2019
First RAF Reaper
simulator

Dec 2017
RAF Reaper fleet passes
100,000 hrs flown

Protector in
RAF Service

Critical components – our people
• Whole Force
• Recruit, select, retain
• Train

• Recognition
• Wellbeing
• Career & pay
• Families

…and others

Critical components – Infra and support
• “Deployed at MOB”
– Working environment
– Accommodation
– Life support

• Federated teams
• COVID

The lived experience

Routine UK
ops

Maritime
support

…should inform not constrain

New weapons

High
End Warfare

BEYOND THE
TECHNOLOGY

Wing Commander Kat Ferris
Officer Commanding XIII Squadron

